Introduction
The measurement of the self-interactions of the electro-weak gauge bosons (, W and Z) provides a crucial test of the Standard Model. Direct measurements of this self-interaction are possible by studying diboson production such a s Wand Z.
The Wprocess can be described by a general eective lagrangian [1] [2] invariant under SU (2) U (1) where a is the anomalous parameters 1, , and, s is the square of the invariant mass of the photon and W, W is the W form factor scale and n = 2 for the dipole for factor. [2] The choice of n = 2 guarantees unitarity at high energies and implies that the couplings vanish asŝ becomes large. The tree level Standard Model predicts = = = = 0 . The Zinteraction can be described by the general ZZvertex function containing a set of four couplings, two CP-conserving h Z Photon Detection at CDF and D
The detection of photons are crucial to the study of Wand Zproduction.
Both collaborations identify photons as isolated clusters of energy in their respective calorimeters with: i large electromagnetic fraction; ii shower shapes consistent with single photons and iii no tracks pointing at the cluster. Table 1 summarizes the photon detection for both groups. Both CDF and D nd that the photon detection eciency is a function of E T . The overall photon detection eciency includes terms for photon eciency; the probability of not detecting the photon due to its conversion into a e + e pair; the probability that the photon will be rejected due to overlap with a random track in the event and the probability that the photon will be rejected due to random energy from the underlying event. This can be 
The backgrounds to Wproduction include: W + jet events where a jet mimics an isolated photon; Zevents where one of the decay leptons of the Z is not found or is mis-measured and contributes to a large value of 6 E T and Wevents where W ! and !` . The largest background (W + jets) is estimated from the W + jets data using a fragmentation probability P(jet ! \ 00 ). This function (measured from independent data samples) is probability that a jet will pass all photon selection cuts including isolation and is a function of E jet T . The other two backgrounds are estimated from Monte Carlo.
A WMonte Carlo [4] was used to generate simulated events. This Monte Carlo program includes both Wproduction and radiative decay including interference eects; the events are generated to leading order and higher order QCD eects are approximated a K-factor. Both CDF and D used the MRSD-' structure functions and simulated the p T of the Wsystem using the spectrum from the inclusive W samples. The generated events underwent detector simulation. Table 4 summarizes Wproduction for both collaborations. One can see that both groups nd good agreement with the standard model for each c hannel and for the combined results. Limits on WWanomalous couplings were evaluated by comparing the observed photon E T distribution to the sum of the Monte Carlo signal prediction plus the estimated background. The likelihood that this sum could uctuate to the observed number of events was calculated for each E T bin using Poisson statistics. The predicted numb e r o f e v ents was convoluted with a Gaussian distribution to include the eects of systematic uncertainties. The 95% condence contours in and are shown in gure 3. Assuming that only one coupling is non-zero at at a time the current limits (@95% CL) of the CP-conserving anomalous WWcouplings are summarized in table 5. 1:6 < < 1 : 8 0 : 6 < < 0 : 6 CDF prelim. 1:8 < < 2 : 0 0 : 7 < < 0 : 6 
Z Couplings
The Zcandidate events were selected by requiring: two isolated high p T leptons; and an isolated photon. Table 6 summarizes the kinematic and geometric properties of the Z event selection. The backgrounds to Z production include: Z + jet events where a jet mimics an isolated photon and Zevents where Z ! and !` . The largest background (Z + jets) is estimated from the Z + jets data using a fragmentation probability P(jet ! \ 00 ). The other backgrounds are estimated from Monte Carlo.
The Baur and Berger Z Monte Carlo [3] was used to generate simulated events. The generated events underwent detector simulation. Table 7 summarizes Zproduction for both collaborations. One can see that both groups nd good agreement with the Standard Model for each c hannel. 
W Gauge Zero
Three types of processes give rise to the photon production in W events:
radiation from an initial-state quark (u-channel and t-channel), from the W itself (s-channel) and from the charged lepton of the W decay (radiative decay). At large photon scattering angles, , the u-and t-channel processes min(P Z 1 ; P Z 2 ) for W max(P Z 1 ; P Z 2 ) for W + The radiative decay process is suppressed by: 1) making a stringent R cut -R > 1:5 and 2) M(`; ; ) 6 = M W . Table 9 shows the eect of these two cuts on a sample of Wevents from CDF. 
